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Edge wetting of an Ising three-dimensional system

L. Bahmad, A. Benyoussef, and H. Ez-Zahraouy*
Laboratoire de Magne´tisme et de la Physique des Hautes Energies, Universite´ Mohammed V, Faculte´ des Sciences, Avenue Ibn Batouta

Boı̂te Postale 1014, Rabat, Morocco
~Received 3 July 2002; published 19 November 2002!

The effect of edge on wetting and layering transitions of a three-dimensional spin-1/2 Ising model is
investigated, in the presence of longitudinal and surface magnetic fields, using mean field theory and Monte
Carlo simulations. ForT50, the ground state phase diagram shows that there exist only three allowed
transitions, namely, surface and bulk transition, surface transition, and bulk transition. However, there exist a
surface intralayering temperatureTL

s , above which the surface and the intralayering surface transitions occur.
While the bulk layering and intralayering transitions appear above another finite temperatureTL

b(>TL
s). These

surface and bulk intralayering transitions are not seen in the perfect surfaces case. Numerical values ofTL
s and

TL
b , computed by Monte Carlo method are found to be smaller than those obtained using mean field theory.

However, the results predicted by the two methods become similar, and are exactly those given by the ground
state phase diagram, for very low temperatures. On the other hand, the behavior of the local magnetizations as
a function of the external magnetic field, shows that the transitions are of the first order type.TL

s and TL
b

decrease when increasing the system size and/or the surface magnetic field. In particular,TL
b reaches the

wetting temperatureTw for sufficiently large system sizes.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.66.056117 PACS number~s!: 05.50.1q, 64.60.Cn, 75.10.Jm, 75.30.Kz
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, much attention has been directed to study
layering transitions of magnetic solid films. Several mod
have been proposed to study such physical systems. A
ety of possible phase transitions has been reviewed by
Oliveira and Griffiths@1#, Pandit and Wortis@2#, Panditet al.
@3#, and Ebneret al. @4#. Such transitions have been observ
in a variety of systems including for example4He @5# and
ethylene adsorbed on graphite@6#. Hankeet al. @7# show that
symmetry breaking fields give rise to nontrivial and lon
ranged order parameter profiles for critical systems such
fluids, alloys, or magnets confined to wedges. Benyous
and Ez-Zahraouy@8# have studied the layering transitions
a spin-1/2 Ising film using transfer matrix and the real sp
renormalization group method@9#. By using Monte Carlo
simulations on thin Ising films with competing walls, Bind
et al. @10#, found that occurring phase transitions belong
the universality class of the two-dimensional Ising mod
and found that the transition is shifted to a temperature
below the wetting transition of a semi-infinite fluid.

On the other hand, a variation of phase diagrams with
strength of the substrate potential in a lattice gas model
multilayer adsorption is studied by Patrykiejewet al. @11#
using Monte Carlo simulations and molecular field appro
mation. Therefore, the effect of finite size on such transitio
has been studied, in thin film confined between para
plates or walls, by Nakanishi and Fisher@12# using mean
field theory and by Brunoet al. @13# taking into account the
capillary condensation effect. In the framework of the me
field theory, we found in a previous work@14#, the wetting
and layering transitions of three-dimensional spin-1/2 Is
transverse model in the presence of both an external
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surface magnetic fields. We showed, in our previous w
@15#, the existence of the layering transitions for a film, wi
finite thickness and infinite surfaces. We have found that
wetting temperatureTw depends weakly on the surface co
rugation degree for fixed values of the surface magnetic fi

In addition, by applying a suitable effective interfac
model at liquid-vapor coexistence, Rejmeret al. @16# found a
filling transition at which the height of the meniscus becom
macroscopically large while the planar walls of the wed
far away from its remain nonwet up to the wetting transiti
occurring atTw . They also showed that the discontinuo
filling transition is accompanied by a prefilling line exten
ing into the vapor phase of the bulk phase diagram and
scribing a transition from a small to a large, but finite, m
niscus height. Long-ranged order parameter profiles,
critical systems such as fluids, alloys, or magnets confine
wedges, have been studied by Hankeet al. @7#. They also
discuss the properties of the corresponding universal sca
functions of the order parameter profile and the two-po
correlation function, and determine the critical exponents
the normal transition.

The aim of this work is to study the effect of edge su
faces on the wetting and layering transitions of a thr
dimensional spin-1/2 Ising model in the presence of exter
and surface magnetic fields, using mean field theory~MF!
and Monte Carlo~MC! simulations. It is found that there
exist a surface intralayering temperatureTL

s , above which
the surface and the intralayering surface transitions oc
While the bulk layering and intralayering transitions appe
above another finite temperatureTL

b(>TL
s). Such results

were not seen neither in the perfect surfaces c
@2,3,8,9,11,14,15# nor in the continuous model case@7,16#.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In the following se
tion we describe the model and the formulations used. S
tion III is devoted to results and discussions.
©2002 The American Physical Society17-1
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II. MODEL AND METHOD

The system we are studying, Fig. 1, is formed withN
layers. Each layerk (k51,2, . . . ,N), is formed with two
perpendicular perfect planes and contains 2(N2k)11 spin
chains which are infinite in they direction. A uniform surface
magnetic fieldHs is applied on the planes (x,y,z51), (x
51,y,z) of the layerk51. However, the system is invarian
by translation, in they direction, so the coordinatey will be
dropped in the following. An external fieldH is applied on
the global system. The Hamiltonian governing the syste
can be written as

H52(
^ i , j &

Ji j SiSj2(
i

HiSi , ~1!

where,Si561 are spin-1/2 Ising random variables, andJi j
5J are the exchange interactions assumed to be cons
The system is assumed to be infinite in the directiony, so the
variabley will be cancelled in all the following.Hi is the
total magnetic field applied on a spin located on a sitei of
coordinates (x,z) defined by

Hi5H~x,z!5H H1Hs for x51,z51, . . . ,N

H1Hs for z51,x51, . . . ,N

H elsewhere.

~2!

H andHs are, respectively, the external and surface magn
fields both applied in thez direction.

FIG. 1. Geometry of the system formed with two surfac
(x,y,z51) and (x51,y,z) with N spins in both thex andz direc-
tions. The system is infinite in they direction. A uniform surface
magnetic fieldHs is applied on the planes (z51,x,y) and (x
51,y,z). An external magnetic fieldH is applied to the global
system.
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Using the mean field theory, we compute the magneti
tions and the free energy of such a system. However,
magnetizations can be expressed as

m~x,z!5tanh$b@2m~x,z!1m~x,z11!1m~x,z21!

1m~x11,z!1m~x21,z!1H~x,z!#%, ~3!

whereb51/(kBT), kB denotes the Boltzmann constant a
T the absolute temperature.

Eq. ~3! of the magnetizations is the Callen identity wi
an external fieldH(x,z) so that the total free energy of th
system can be derived as

F@m~x,z!#5(
x,z

H TF12m~x,z!

2
ln„12m~x,z!…

1
11m~x,z!

2
ln„11m~x,z!…G

2
J

2
m~x,z!@2m~x,z!1m~x,z11!

1m~x,z21!1m~x11,z!1m~x21,z!#

2m~x,z!H~x,z!J . ~4!

The system is with free boundary conditions.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The notation (1p1q) with p50,1,2, . . . ,N and q
50,1,3,5, . . . ,2(N2p)21, will be used to denote that th
first p layers and theq first spin chain of the layerp11 are
in a magnetic state ‘‘up’’; while the remainingN2(p11)
layers are in the state ‘‘down.’’ In particular, the notation 1N

~respectivelyON) will be used to denote a configuration wit
positive magnetization for all layer spins~respectively, nega-
tive magnetization for all layer spins! of the system. Figure 2
illustrates an example of these notations forN54.

The ground state energy of a given configuration is cal
lated exactly from the Hamiltonian~1!. The transition from a
configuration (1p1q) to another configuration (1p81q8) is ob-
tained by the equality of their energies. It is found that t
ground state transitions, illustrated by Fig. 3, occur accord
to linear formsH/J5a1b(Hs /J). We found three ground
state transitions:

~i! The surface transitionON↔(1110) located atH/J5
2Hs /J12(N21)/(2N21).

~ii ! The bulk transition (1110)↔1N occurring at H/J
52/(12N).

~iii ! The bulk and surface transitionON↔1N localized at
H/J5@(122N)/(N2)#Hs /J. It is clear that for large values
of the system sizeN, (N→`), the bulk and surface, and th
bulk transitions are shifted toH/J50. Whereas the surfac
transition is located atH/J52Hs /J11. This is in good
agreement with the results we have established in our pr
ous works@13,15#, for the infinite perfect surfaces case.
7-2
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FIG. 2. Sketch of different possible configurations for a syst
with N54. The notation (1p1q) where p50,1,2, . . . ,N and q
50,1,3,5, . . . ,2(N2p)21, will be used to denote that the firstp
layers are with positive magnetizations, and theq first spins of the
layerp11 are also with positive magnetizations; while the rema
ing N2(p11) layers are with negative magnetizations. In partic
lar, the notation 1N ~respectivelyON) will denote a configuration in
the state ‘‘up’’ for all layer spins~respectively state ‘‘down’’ for all
layer spins! of the system. Symbols (s) and (d) correspond to
spin ‘‘down’’ and spin ‘‘up,’’ respectively.
05611
Although the established equations are valid for an a
trary system sizeN, numerical results are given for two sys
tem sizesN54 ~thin film! and N520 ~thick film! spins in
both directionsx and z. In order to examine the effect o
temperature on wetting and layering transitions, we plot
Fig. 4 the corresponding phase diagram, for a fixed value
the surface magnetic fieldHs , by using the MF theory. Fig-
ure 4 is plotted forHs /J51.0 and a small system sizeN
54. From the ground state phase diagram~see Fig. 3!, the
situation corresponding to Fig. 4 is located in the regio
bulk transition. Indeed, for very small temperature valu
the only transition seen isO4↔14. While the increasing
temperature leads to the intralayering surface transitions
the intralayering bulk transitions, as well as the interlayer
transitions. In the case ofN54, Fig. 2 shows an example o
the intralayering transitions, which correspond to the cha

-
-

FIG. 3. The ground state phase diagram in the (H/J,Hs /J)
plane. There exist only three transitions, namely: the surface la
ing transitionON↔(1110), the surface to bulk layering transitio
(1110)↔1N and the bulk layering transitionON↔1N.
FIG. 4. Layer-by-layer and in-
tralayering transitions, in the
plane (H/J,T/J), using the mean
field method for a system withN
54 andHs /J51.0.
7-3
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of the spin chains from ‘‘down’’ to ‘‘up’’ state inside the
layer ~in surface and bulk!. One can note that these trans
tions are due to the geometry of the surfaces, independe
on the system sizeN. Indeed, the intralayering surface tra
sitions are:O4↔(1011), (1011)↔(1013), (1013)↔(1015),
(1015)↔(1110), and (1110)↔14; while the intralayering
bulk transitions are O4↔(1111), (1111)↔(1113),
(1113)↔(1210), (1210)↔(1211), (1211)↔(1310), and
(1310)↔14 ~see Fig. 2!.

The profile of the magnetizationsm(1,1), m(1,2),
m(2,2), m(2,3) are given in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!. From these
figures, it is clear that the configuration (1011) is seen@Fig.
5~a!# before the configuration (1113). The same argument i
valid for the configurations (1111) and (1113): Fig. 5~b!.

On the other hand, the Monte Carlo calculations
performed on a system with a total number of sp
434310051600 (N54 andny5100 spins in they direc-
tion!. The phase diagram obtained using the MC metho
illustrated by Fig. 6 for the same surface magnetic field va
used in the mean field methodHs /J51.0 ~Fig. 4!. Compar-
ing these figures~Figs. 4 and 6!, plotted for the same surfac
magnetic field value, it is seen that the layering transitio
are found by the MC method, when increasing the tempe
ture, before these same transitions can be seen by the
method. But the global transitions are found by the t
methods, and qualitatively the phase diagrams obtained
hibit similar topologies. It is worth noting that for very low

FIG. 5. Magnetization profiles as a function of the reduced b
magnetic fieldH/J for N54 andHS /J51.0, ofm(1,1) andm(1,2)
at T/J53.95~a!, m(2,2), andm(2,3) atT/J54.75~b!, by the mean
field method.
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temperature, MF and the MC are in good agreement with
ground state phase diagram.

In order to outline the above results, we plot the loc
magnetizationsm(1,1), m(1,2), m(2,2), andm(2,3) in Figs.
7~a! and 7~b!, as a function of the reduced bulk fieldH/J.
When increasing the external fieldH/J the corners transits
@Figs. 7~a! and 7~b!# before the other intralayering trans

k

FIG. 6. Phase diagram of the intralayering and layer-by-la
transitions, in the plane (H/J,T/J), using the Monte Carlo simula
tions for a system withN54, ny5100, andHs /J51.0.

FIG. 7. Magnetization profiles as a function of the reduced b
magnetic fieldH/J for N54 andHS /J51.0, ofm(1,1) andm(1,2)
at T/J50.75 ~a!; m(2,2) andm(2,3) at T/J51.0 ~b!, using the
Monte Carlo method.
7-4
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FIG. 8. Phase diagram of th
intralayering and layer-by-laye
transitions, in the plane
(H/J,T/J), using the mean field
method for a system withN520
andHs /J51.0.
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tions. Such behavior was not obtained in the perfect surf
case model. However, the other layer-by-layer transitions
cur when increasing the external field at specific tempera
values. As one can expect, the external field values neede
make arising the intralayering and interlayering transitio
increase with increasing the order of the layer counted fr
the surfacek51. This is qualitatively in a good agreeme
with our previous works@13–15#.

The phase diagram of the intralayering and layer-by-la
transitions, in the plane (H/J,T/J) for a larger system size
with N520 andHs /J51.0, is plotted in Fig. 8, by using th
mean field method. Comparing this figure with Fig. 4, it
seen that the increasing system size effect is to decreas
intralayering and interlayering temperature values. The b
layering transitions are shifted to higher external magn
field values, for a fixed surface magnetic field value.

To complete this study, we have investigated in Fig. 9
surface,TL

s , and bulkTL
b intralayering temperature profile

as a function of the system sizeN for two surface magnetic
field valuesHS /J51.0 andHS /J50.9. It is found thatTL

s

@Fig. 9~a!# @as well asTL
b , Fig. 9~b!# decreases when increa

ing the system size. For a fixed system sizeN, these intra-
layering temperatures decrease when increasing the su
magnetic field values. Moreover,TL

b reaches the wetting tem
perature for sufficiently large values of the system size.

To conclude this study, we note that the presence of
edge ~angle p/2) decreases the wetting temperature co
pared with the perfect case~angle p), see Ref.@14#. This
finding is in a good agreement the results obtained
Rejmeret al. @16#.

IV. CONCLUSION

The intralayering and interlayering transitions of a thre
dimensional spins Ising model with edge surfaces are stu
05611
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within the mean field theory and Monte Carlo simulation
At T50, the only layering transitions, occurring under t
effect of an external and a surface magnetic field, are:
face transition, bulk transition, and surface to bulk transitio

FIG. 9. Surface~a! and bulk~b! layering temperature profiles a
a function of the system sizeN for two surface magnetic field val
uesHS /J51.0 andHS /J50.9, by using the mean field method.
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When increasing the temperature, a succession of intrala
ing transitions, absent in the case of perfect surfaces@13,15#
and the continuous model@7,16#, are found. The layering
temperatures obtained by the mean field theory are hig
than those predicted by MC method. The two methods l
to similar results for very low temperatures. The effect of t
edge on the behavior of the local magnetizationsm(x,z), as
a function of the reduced bulk fieldH/J, is also investigated
hy

e
-

e
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We have analyzed the effect of the system size on the sur
and bulk layering temperatures, as well as on the wett
temperature.
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